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From Desk to Den… and Back Again:

Why the most important relationship
  to your business starts at home.

Whether you're an Entrepreneur, Business Owner or 
Executive holding a High-Intensity Position, you and your Spouse are faced with a unique 
set of challenges and stressors. 

Trisha’s research bears out that there is a Spillover Effect from Office to Home... and Home to 
Office. In fact, 8 out of 10 Entrepreneurs believe that a positive home life brought greater success 
to their business.

By helping leaders employ advanced communication techniques and strengthen relationship-
building skills, Trisha's research-based insights will help you and your spouse increase your 
success at home and in your business.

 Trisha can help you improve your relationships with practical tools and insights. 

Home Team: Four Proven Steps to Being a Dynamic Duo
Entrepreneurs excel when faced with challenges within their companies. Research shows 

excelling at home as well can increase your overall satisfaction and productivity throughout 
every aspect of your life. Learn how to have it all…together.

“How do You Rally… Every Day?” Techniques for Spouses
Day in and day out, we experience the ups and downs of business ownership along with our 

spouses, regardless of how involved we are with the business. Discover tools to stay 
supportive without losing your voice along the way. 

Do You Work Together and Want to Stay Married?
Working together can be an amazing gift, but it can also bear a weighty burden on your marital 
relationship. Build your knowledge of how best to communicate with one another optimally so 
you don’t end up saying something you will regret to your spouse or one of your employees!



Book Trisha Harp…

Phone: 614.403.2552
Email: Trisha.Harp@HarpFamilyInstitute.com
On the Web: www.HarpFamilyInstitute.com

“My entrepreneur’s group was blown 
away by the knowledge, sincerity 
and passion Trisha possesses. 

She is the real deal.”

Mike B. * Edmonton, Canada

“Trisha’s open and real personality 
drew us to her. When addressing 

analytical entrepreneurs her 
research gives her presentation 

a backbone that can’t be denied.”

Caroline S. * Reno, Nevada

“Trisha is easy to talk with, 
has great suggestions on how to 
improve communications and is 
unique in her approach. Her data 

offers a refreshing perspective that 
questions the habits many 

entrepreneurs have adopted.” 

Ron D. * San Jose, California

“As co-preneurs, discussions about 
money are so difficult but necessary. 

I keep your words in my mind, 
‘share and share often.’

 We have come such a long way 
since we met you!”

Micki S. * San Mateo, California

Trisha Harp is a veteran entrepreneur, researcher and coach. 

She is no stranger to an entrepreneurial household. Not only 
was she born into one, she and her serial-entrepreneur 

husband, Derek, have created several companies of their own.

Trisha founded the Harp Family Institute and has worked with 
entrepreneurs and business leaders for the past twenty years. 
She has successfully integrated their personal and business 

lives, and strengthened their relationships and communication. 

How? By utilizing the information from Trisha’s extensive 
empirical data, leaders are applying her advanced techniques 
and behavioral insights to build solid and productive unions. 

The positive outcomes and national recognition are testament 
to her exciting workshops, propriety data, seminars, online 

forums and speaking engagements.
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